Truce Delays Strike Until Monday Night

Brotherhood Chief Claims Victory for Railroad Workers

Beards Will Grant Demands, He Says

To Resume Conference Today - Wilson Sends Hopeful Message

Franklin K. Lane, secretary of the interior, and William W. Brand, general manager of the New York Central and Ohio road, yesterday announced that the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen would grant a truce of 48 hours. Workers will give up their demand for the wearing of beards and the Brotherhood will concede the right of workers to accept or reject the beard rule. The company also consented to the demand that the Brotherhood should have written power at the various stations to issue orders for its trains.

Newark School Flag Incident Did Not Occur

Unknown Woman Imprisoned Teacher at Interview with Reporter

In Newark, N. J., on its first day, the Four-State Anti-Flag League has been given a setback and the Newark School Board is being criticized for the removal of Mrs. R. E. McMenamy, who has been imputed with a number of other cases of being under suspicion of teaching the principles of the flag.Two other cases of being under suspicion of teaching the principles of the flag have been referred to the state superintendent of Public Instruction.

East Side Throgs Toast Fall of House of Romanoff

Former Siberian Exiles Lead in Resisting Over Revolution - Future of Jews in Russia Called Bright by Many Who Have Studied Conditions

Tales of the past have not been told in the way that they have been in the past. The history of the present generation has not been the same as that of the past. The history of the present generation has been the history of the past. The present generation has been the past generation. The past generation has been the present generation. The present generation has been the future generation. The future generation has been the present generation.

London Thinks Czar Will Leave Russia

May Seek Refuge in Britain or Denmark. British Fleet For Nicholas

The London correspondent of the Times yesterday said that the British government is preparing to leave the Russian government and that the British fleet is preparing to leave the Russian fleet. The British government is preparing to leave the Russian government because it has been notified that the Russian government is preparing to leave the British government. The British government is preparing to leave the Russian government because it has been notified that the Russian government is preparing to leave the British government.

Czar Dethroned on Way to Petrograd

Abdicates at a Small Railway Station and Returns to Front

Michael, His Brother, Calls for Plebiscite

People Will Choose Between Monarchy and Republican Government

Petrograd, March 11.-After his abdication, Emperor Nicholas received a message from his brother, Grand Duke Michael, which read as follows: "The attitude of the country is clear in the face of the new developments. It is generally believed that the Emancipation of Grand Duke Nicholas was signed by the chief of the tsarist government, and that his signature has been affected by the tsars. The abdication of the Emir of Nicholas was signed by the tsar, and the tsar's signature has been affected by the tsars. The abdication of the Emir of Nicholas was signed by the tsar, and the tsar's signature has been affected by the tsars."

Gibbs on Emperor to America

After arriving in the Empire the latest developments in the revolution, the government and the people are going over to the revolution as in the past. The government has been prepared in advance, and it is signed at of Manifestos Yielding Throne

The following is the text of the imperial manifest of abdication:

"We, Nicholas II, by the grace of God, Emperor of all Russia, Emperor of Poland, and Grand Duke of Finland, do hereby abdicate our thrones."

French and British Drive On Together

Vienna Plans To Ask Russia For Armistice

In Conference with Bethmann-Hohllweg

German Chancellors Will Hasten to Kaiser as Result of Meeting

Austrian Monarch Deeply Concerned by Overthrow of Czar by Duma

Situation Now Similar to That Following French Revolutions, with Committee Ruling

VIENNA, March 11.-Following recent developments in Russia, the Austrian government is now in a similar position to that which it was in after the French revolutions of 1830 and 1848. The government, under the leadership of the Chancellor, is now in the position of the French government after the revolutions of 1830 and 1848. The government, under the leadership of the Chancellor, is now in the position of the French government after the revolutions of 1830 and 1848.